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THE PROBLEM

____________________________________________________________________
1. All churches are fictional.
2. All people are fictional. 

Most Australian churches need more leaders. 

We’re not talking about hiring more staff. We’re talking about
building and training more church members to become leaders of
teams. We’re not talking about quickly appointing someone to a new
role and then moving on to more pressing problems. We’re talking
about a considered plan for developing the character, convictions
and competencies required to serve and lead God's people in God's
church.

Two Lenses

Firstly, it’s helpful to reflect on the problem by looking through the
church lens. Consider the problems faced by Life Church. After the
excitement of announcing a second morning church gathering, the
church staff were soon overwhelmed by the need to create a whole
new set of welcoming teams, food teams, music teams and kids
teams. Not only did they need to recruit more church members to
serve, they also needed to build more leaders to run those teams -
and it all had to happen fast. What Life Church needed was a
considered plan for leadership development. 

Secondly, look through an individual lens. Consider the problems
faced by Susie. Susie serves by managing the audio-visual
requirements of the church gathering. The staff member
responsible for Sunday gatherings approaches Susie to ask if she is
interested in becoming a team leader. Keen to help out where
possible, Susie says she is willing to give it a go but doesn’t feel very
confident. The next week new problems arise in another area of
church and so Susie is left to work out the new leadership role
herself. Three months into the new role, it is clear that she is
uncomfortable and her team lacks clarity. What Susie’s church
needs is a considered plan for leadership development. 
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Part of the problem is theological. The Reformers emphasised
that all believers have direct access to God and all have a role to
play in the ministry of the church. All believers are uniquely gifted
parts of the body. The role of the minister is to equip the body to do
its work of building one another up. When we neglect leadership
development we neglect the leadership giftedness of non-staff
members in our churches. Leadership, equipping and training
language is scattered throughout the New Testament (1 Peter 5, 2
Timothy 2 and Hebrews 13). Building leaders is a natural part of a
theologically robust church. It is possible that, while confessionally
adhering to right doctrine, the church staff have underplayed or
never realised the practical outworking of Biblical truth in this area. 

Part of the problem is practical. The staff team at Life Church
had fallen into functioning as doers instead of multipliers. In the
past, when faced with increasing demands on their time, they either
worked harder or simply left some tasks undone. When apprentices
or high capacity volunteers came to help in the church office mid-
week, they’d been given multiple small tasks rather than significant
purposes, projects, initiatives or responsibilities to drive. There was
a clear two-tier system; the staff led the teams and the church
members helped out. Faced with this second morning gathering,
however, they realised there had to be a better way. Staff needed to
begin raising up leaders by handing over real and sizable
responsibility.

If you’re a theologically minded ministry worker, you will seek to
align your theological convictions and your ministry practice. But we
all know it’s not that simple. Before we explore a framework for
doing this, let’s briefly explore three false starts churches often
make...



THREE FALSE
STARTS

____________________________________________________________________
1. Todd Adkins, What Is Leadership Pipeline? 
leadership.lifeway.com/2019/10/18/what-is-leadership-pipeline/

As churches set out to remedy their leadership development
problems, there are at least three common false starts.

Firstly, leadership development is not simply running a
training night. You need more team leaders? Just do more skills
training! Our church needs to develop leaders in the band? We’ll do
a music training night! Not quite.

Many churches function as if developing a band member into a
band leader just requires great musical understanding. Many
systems function as if developing a hosting team leader into the
hosting area leader for the whole church requires nothing more
than a deeper appreciation of hosting. That’s a false start to
leadership development because it involves more than ministry-
specific skills. Leadership development includes not only a deeper
appreciation of the specific area but also a growth in universal
leadership skills like running team meetings, teamwork, managing
people. 

Secondly, leadership development is not about advancing
people up the chain. Developing leaders is not as simple as
vertical advancement. Todd Adkins from Lifeway Leadership says it
this way: ‘Most people hear pipeline and think vertical advancement.
However, that’s a pipe dream, not a pipeline. A leadership pipeline
does not focus solely on developing top tier leaders. A leadership
pipeline provides a framework for developing all your people with
core competencies specific to each leadership level and role-based
skills unique to each ministry area.’  Advancing everyone up the
chain is a false start to leadership development. Instead, people in
leadership roles need help to function as well as possible in the
layer that’s true to the way God has wired them. 
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Thirdly, leadership development is not ministry placement.
Inviting someone into a new role, or appointing someone as a
leader, is not the same as leadership development. Just asking
someone to become a leader doesn’t make them a true or effective
leader. True leadership development focuses on helping people
navigate a path from one layer to the next. It requires clear role
differentiation and a considered plan to help the person adjust to
the differences. Ministry placement is a false start to leadership
development. Instead, it requires guiding a person into the new role
and assisting them as they adjust. 

A WAY FORWARD

From leading yourself to leading others
From leading others to leading leaders
From leading leaders to leading a department
From leading a department to leading a church

Having traced these three traps churches often fall
into, let’s outline a better approach that aligns with
both our theological convictions, as well as what
works on the ground to disciple and grow people in
all parts of church life. Leadership development can
be pictured like this. Notice that leadership
development is not linear but bent, because moving
between layers in the leadership pipeline requires a
major mindframe shift. The content of the circles
represents the different layers of leadership: team
member, team leader, area leader, ministry
department leader, senior leader. The lines that join
the circles correlate to the four leadership passages:

Senior
Leader

Area
Leader

Ministry
Department

Leader

Team
Leader

Team
Member

____________________________________________________________________
1. Todd Adkins, Developing Your Leadership Pipeline, Lifeway Leadership, p12.

Specifically, these leadership passages require a shift in three key
areas: time application, skills and values. For example, a team
member needs to apply time to their own personal preparation,
increase their own skills to maximise their personal contribution to
the team and value the completion of the tasks and goals. 
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A team leader, however, works through their team members. The
team leader needs to begin applying time to organising and
inspiring their team members. The team leader needs new skills like
running a meeting and sharing the vision. The team leader now
needs to particularly value healthy team dynamics and culture.

An area leader, however, works through their team leaders. The area
leader needs to start applying time to helping their team leaders.
New skills like annual planning, problem solving and analysis of
measurements become increasingly significant. They need to value
the big picture, coaching, and highly functioning teams. 

A ministry department leader (by which we usually mean most kids,
youth and portfolio ministry workers) operates through their area
leaders. The ministry department leader needs to learn to apply
time to contextualising the church’s vision to their area. New skills
include budget setting. They need to learn to value the relationship
between their ministry department and other departments within
church and discipleship pathways. 

A senior leader works through their ministry department leaders.
The senior leader needs to apply time to staff management. New
skills include running staff meetings, setting vision and financial
management. They need to particularly value the health of the
whole church.

At each leadership passage, shifts are required in time
application, skills and values.  These shifts can be quite painful.
For example, the person who is undergoing the leadership passage
from team member to team leader can be reluctant to change their
approach, preferring instead to continue doing what made them a
valuable contributor as a team member. There is a certain loss
associated with no longer giving the kids talk yourself, but instead
mentoring others by sharing the skills and strategies they have
found effective. There is a hurt that comes with no longer being the
go-to barista but teaching the team members how to do it. Every
leadership passage involves a movement away from what is often
referred to as the ‘front line’ of ministry.

____________________________________________________________________
1. Charan, Drotter, Noel, The Leadership Pipeline: How to Build the Leadership-Powered Company, Jossey-
Bass, 2001. 
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‘Building Leaders’ is a one-day event run by Reach Australia
specifically to help your church build more leaders. The day

expands on many of the principles in this e-book to help your
church construct and implement a leadership development

pipeline. To enquire about a ‘Building Leaders’ day for your church,
email tom@reachaustralia.com.au.
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SIX AREAS OF
DEVELOPMENT
So you want to build more leaders in your church.

You realise it won’t happen accidentally and you know you can’t
expect leaders to migrate spontaneously to your church. How do
you purposefully move towards building leaders? Specifically, what
areas does leadership development need to include? 

Leadership development can be thought of using six categories. A
leader ought to be constantly growing in each of the following:

Discipleship: A leader continually grows as a disciple of Jesus and
seeks to help others grow.
Foundations: A leader knows the desired future and the manner in
which it is pursued.
Strategy: A leader has a plan for achieving the desired future.
Teamwork: A leader works with God’s people.
People: A leader loves others and contributes to their
development.
Stewardship: A leader oversees the resources God has entrusted
to us.



Taking strategy as an example, consider how someone must
change their approach as they move through the transitions
between each layer of leadership.

A team member understands their ministry area’s strategy and how
their role and team contributes.

A team leader understands their ministry area’s strategy and unites
their team members around their team’s connected strategy.

An area leader understands their department’s strategy and unites
their team leaders around their ministry area’s connected strategy.

A ministry department leader focuses the church’s strategy by
applying it into their ministry department and integrates it with
other ministry departments.

A senior leader sets outcomes and designs an integrated strategy for
the whole church.

This six-category approach to leadership development recognises
that up to 70% of leadership is applicable across departments.  
Up to 70% of what makes a great welcoming team leader will also
make you a great kids leader or a great mission team leader. This is
not to discount the significance of role-specific expertise. Being a
great band leader obviously requires musical gifting. However, as
little as 30% of what makes a great leader is role-specific knowledge
(music ability for a band leader, kids pedagogy and behaviour
management for a kids team leader or emotional intelligence for a
welcomer).

____________________________________________________________________
1. Ulrich, Smallwood & Sweetman, The Leadership Code, Harvard Business Publishing, 2009.
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BUILD LEADERS
WITH MINISTRY
GRID
One tool which helps to implement the leadership development
framework is Ministry Grid. Ministry Grid is specifically built using
the leadership pipeline framework and is primarily designed to help
your church develop team members into team leaders, team
leaders into area leaders, area leaders into ministry department
leaders and ministry department leaders into senior leadership. By
following the six clear categories of leadership development
(discipleship, foundations, strategy, teamwork, stewardship and
people) church leaders no longer need to reinvent the wheel of
leadership development. 



Take as an example the team leader course. This course is designed
to help a team member transition from leading self to leading
others (the first leadership passage). Alternatively, this course can
be used with existing team leaders to further their development at
the team leader layer. Below is a screenshot overview of the
Australian team leader course, presented by Dave Jensen. Aside
from the introduction, each video represents one of the six
categories of leadership development.

This leadership development content is best used in the context of
the 70/20/10 principle. Approximately 70% of learning is done on
the job, about 20% through discussion and about 10% through
direct information transfer. Since the Ministry Grid course itself
represents only 10% of learning (direct information transfer), it is
crucial in leadership development to provide forums for the 70% of
learning which is done on the job and 20% which is done through
discussion.

____________________________________________________________________
Ulrich, Smallwood & Sweetman, The Leadership Code, Harvard Business Publishing, 2009.



We’d love to show you around Ministry Grid with a three month trial.
One of our Ministry Grid consultants will give you a personal 30
minute onboarding via zoom, featuring lots of screen-sharing, to
show you the details. 
Go to churchinabox.online/ministry-grid/ or click below.

3 MONTH TRIAL

“I can’t overstate the usefulness of Ministry Grid. So many of us try
to re-invent the wheel when it comes to discipleship and training
our people in Christian ministry. Why? Trade in your flat tyre for
Ministry Grid; it’s like trading in your hammer and 3 nails for a ute
full of tools. Apply it properly, use it to its full potential, and it will be
a fantastic tool for training leaders in your church.” 
Jordan Peterson 

https://churchinabox.online/ministry-grid/
https://churchinabox.online/ministry-grid/


PROBLEM
IMPROVED
We don’t want to overpromise.

There’s no point in telling you that the steps in this resource will
single-handedly fix a church. This is not ‘problem solved’. But we do
believe that progress in leadership development, creating a
leadership pipeline, and investigating Ministry Grid are great steps
towards ‘problem improved’. Here’s what improvement could look
like:

Looking through a church lens, Life Church established a clear
leadership pathway to help them transition more team members
through the first leadership development passage into team leaders
in preparation for the second morning gathering. Team members
with character, competency and conviction were identified and
asked to consider becoming team leaders for the new service.
Those who agreed were assigned the Ministry Grid team leadership
course, which developed them in the six key areas. Utilising the
70/20/10 framework, each new team leader was followed up with a
discussion with an area leader or ministry department leader to
consolidate their learning. 

Looking through an individual lens, Susie served as a team member
on Sundays by controlling the computer and the projector slides for
the church gathering. She was trained in some simple team leader
skills like running a meeting and giving feedback and then began
serving as a team leader over all audio-visual roles on a Sunday. She
began to understand the key differences between functioning as a
team member and functioning as a team leader. After a year, Susie
was trained in more skills like budgeting and quarterly planning and
began serving as the area leader of the whole church’s AV, reporting
to the Ministry Area leader of Sunday gatherings.

____________________________________________________________________
1. In the example of Life Church, it is realistically likely that some of the newly appointed team leaders
will flourish in their new role, while others will need additional coaching. Leadership development
must be tailored to the individual. 
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